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PREFACE 

 

 

Abstracts 1-3 are from the XI International Scientific and Practical Transdisciplinary 

Symposium: Reflexive Processes and Control, held in Moscow, Russia, October 15-16, 2017. 

Abstracts 4-11 are from an International Academy for Systems and Cybernetic Sciences 

conference, Research, Development and Education in Systems Science and Cybernetics,  held at 

the Sichuan University, in Chengdu, China, October 20-22, 2017. Abstracts 12-15 are from the 

Panel on Complexity and Cybernetics, at the Conference on Complexity and Policy Studies, held 

at George Mason University, in Fairfax, VA, April 18-20, 2018. Abstract 16 was prepared for 

publication in Cybernetics and Systems. 

 

 

Stuart Umpleby, Director 

Research Program in Social and 

Organizational Learning 
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Stuart A. Umpleby 

 

THIRD ORDER CYBERNETICS AS THE EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY 

 

Stuart A. Umpleby 

When the International Academy for Systems and Cybernetic Sciences met in Chengdu, China, 

in 2015, the theme of the conference was Systemic Solutions for Systemic Problems.  It seemed 

to me that problems could arise on several conceptual levels.  Examples of problems at the first 

level would be finding better ways to build roads and buildings and increasing production and 

improving trade.  At a second level there may be problems with the theories we use to solve 

problems, for example if we do not have a theory or understanding of a new disease.  A third 

level of problems lies in philosophy, for example if we do not have an adequate epistemology to 

guide our work with social systems, where people both observe and act, thereby experiencing 

and creating uncertainty. Those reflections led me to think that there is a fourth level, namely the 

historical experiences of societies that shape the theories and philosophies that have been 

invented to guide our problem solving activities.  But I did not feel that I knew enough about 

Chinese history, culture, and philosophy to speculate on differences between East and West. 

Soon thereafter Vladimir Lepskiy said that he and his colleagues in Russia were developing third 

order cybernetics (Lepskiy 2010, 2015a, 2015b).  We quickly agreed to organize a panel of 

scholars from Russia and the West (the U.S. and Western Europe) to discuss these ideas.  We 

met in January 2017 in Rome at a conference of the World Organization for Systems and 

Cybernetics.  As I read the abstracts and papers prepared by Russian scholars, I realized that this 

was another example of history influencing science and philosophy in addition to science and 

philosophy influencing history. 

The Russian scholars were saying that post non-classical cybernetics, the third stage in the 

development of cybernetics, would be more humanistic than previous conceptions of 

cybernetics.  These descriptions made me think of the work of Locke, Rousseau, and Voltaire, a 

literature from the seventeenth century which had contributed greatly to the development of 

democratic ideas in the west.  However, the Russians were citing more recent Russian scholars. 

So, I wondered whether the Russians were reinventing ideas developed earlier in other countries 

or were they developing important new ideas? 

I interpret Lepskiy’s topic as another version of the question, How do historical experiences in a 

society shape the development of its science and philosophy?   This paper will focus on how 

societies evolve and restructure themselves by identifying problems and then designing laws and 

institutions and procedures to solve those problems. 

Second order cybernetics, as developed in the US, focused initially on the biology of cognition. 

For a long time there had been a consensus among scientists that the observer should be 

eliminated from scientific consideration in an effort to be unbiased and objective.  However, a 

few scientists felt that the observer could not be eliminated from science, since scientific theories 

are created by observers and are interpreted by other observers. To claim that the observer could 

and should be removed from discussion was a way of neglecting or overlooking the purposes 

that scientists are pursuing when they do research.   
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A second interpretation of second order cybernetics was that including the observer in science 

would involve social concerns, since these exist in the minds of observers.  At the time a third 

order cybernetics was thought not to be necessary, since reflection would be sufficient to 

encompass both the biology of cognition and the influence of society on the development of 

science.  However, third order cybernetics could be interpreted to mean a concern with the 

evolution of society, with the interaction between ideas and society and with the invention and 

dissemination of ideas which, if they became widespread, might aid the development of society 

(Umpleby 1999, 2002).  This presentation will consider this interpretation of third order 

cybernetics by looking at the evolution of society as a series of problem-solving experiments.   

The book by Acemoglu and Robinson (2012), Why Nations Fail, suggested that there are two 

processes in creating a successful nation.  The first process requires creating a centralized 

authority that has the ability to combine resources and use them for the purposes of the society.  

The second process is the development of institutions and social arrangements that guide the use 

of resources for the development of society as a whole, not just for the benefit of elites.  To 

illustrate the importance of institutions compared with culture, climate or geography Acemoglu 

and Robinson cite many examples.  Nogales, Arizona, in the U.S. and Nogales, Mexico, are just 

across the border from each other.  The populations are very similar in language and religion.  

But the residents in Arizona have higher average incomes and quality of life than residents in 

Mexico because the institutions (schools, police and courts) work better in Arizona than in 

Mexico.  Other examples of institutional differences being more important than culture and 

geography are East and West Germany and North and South Korea.  The authors note that 

countries can change their economic trajectories by changing their institutions, as has happened 

in China and Russia in recent decades. 

The book Social Inventions by Stuart Conger (1974) offers a list of past social inventions which 

illustrate the long history of innovations in countries around the world. A social invention is a 

new law, organization or procedure that changes the ways people relate to themselves or to each 

other, either individually or collectively. Conger’s book lists innovations in the areas of 

education, social services, economics, government, psychology, law, and voluntary 

organizations.  Donald Campbell (1969) spent his career describing how to design social 

experiments to test the effectiveness of government programs.  The more recent work on quality 

improvement methods is another way of improving institutions in both business and government. 

(Walton 1986) 

Presently there is growing interest in systems science in “translating” knowledge so that it is 

easier for practitioners to use it.  The intent is to minimize jargon and maximize the utility of 

knowledge. Applied knowledge is very important, particularly for transdisciplinary fields.  

However, if we devote too much attention to translation or technology transfer or applications, 

we may miss some opportunities. Understanding systems theories developed in other societies 

requires understanding the problems that people in those societies are trying to solve.  Theories 

are answers to questions.  One cannot fully understand a theory until one first understands the 

question that gave rise to the theory (Umpleby 1999). 

In universities around the world people use essentially the same theories and methods in the 

physical sciences.  In legal systems there has been convergence between North America and 

Europe due to the recent growth of the European Union and the desire to facilitate trade by 

adopting similar rules and procedures. In biology there are some differences in how medicine 
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and agriculture are practiced.   In social, political and economic systems there is great variety and 

much to learn from other societies. 

Do societies develop similar ideas eventually as they encounter situations requiring those ideas? 

Or do they develop different solutions to similar problems? Or are they trying to develop in 

different directions?  If the latter, what explains the difference?  Since scholars now interact 

globally rather than nationally, we have new opportunities to learn from each other.  If societies 

can preserve and enhance their traditions, while learning from other societies, we should 

experience a remarkable flowering of human society.  My particular interest is in methods of 

governance which enable societies to be secure, stable and innovative.   

Our thinking about how to improve our societies has changed from revolution or reform to 

evaluating government programs with controlled experiments (Campbell 1969), to expanding 

our conception of science (Umpleby 2017), to noting the importance of institutions and engaging 

in multi-country studies (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012) and the deliberate design of 

experiments (Dunn 1998). 
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Thomas Fischer 

 

CYBERNETIC REENTRY: TOWARDS A REFLEXIVE PEDAGOGY FOR 

CYBERNETICS 

 

Thomas Fischer 

 

As a way of conceptualizing and of pursuing epistemological practices, such as learning, 

designing and researching, cybernetics should enjoy a front row position within academic 

settings today. However, being aligned orthogonally to – and occasionally challenging – the 

utilitarianism, revenue models, rewardorientation, and control structures of many academic and 

research organizations, cybernetics as an academic discipline is in serious crisis. In many parts of 

the world, it no longer enjoys the levels of funding support, student numbers, academic 

workforce and opportunities to offer study programs it enjoyed a few decades ago. While many 

cybernetic ideas and theories have been absorbed by other fields, where they are pursued in 

specialist engineering approaches, the study of cybernetics as a generalist philosophy has all but 

disappeared from formal curricula in many parts of the world. Furthermore, in many parts of the 

word the more generalist subject of cybernetics and its more specialist sister subject of 

computing have drifted apart, resulting in a disciplinary as well as philosophical fragmentation of 

the field.  

 

In some ways, cybernetics is back where it was shortly after World War II, having to rely on its 

appeal to bright and enthusiastic minds to approach and pursue the subject, to build new 

communities, and to develop the future of cybernetics practically from scratch. Given the success 

of cybernetics in the middle of the last century, it is prudent to take a look back, and to examine 

how early cybernetic thinkers may have connected with control and communication early in their 

lives.  

 

It may be no coincidence that cybernetics owes its greatest advances to a generation, which, 

during its childhood years, commonly played with toy steam engines. This toy may very well 

have played a key role in acquainting this generation early on with principles of control and 

communication, of measurement, signaling and adaptation via feedback, to instill an interest in 

selfregulating systems. Being mass manufactured, the toy steam engine was itself a product of 

the industrial paradigm initiated by its full-scale predecessor, and as a miniaturized reincarnation, 

it helped a new generation to pave the path from the industrial era to the information era.  

 

In the information age, however, technical principles of communication and control manifest 

themselves far beyond the thresholds of human perception in miniscule, electrical and optical 

signals, and have thus escaped from the realm of playful childhood experience. In contrast to the 

steam engine and the immediate comprehensibility of the functional principles underlying its 

operation, more recent cybernetic concepts are less accessible to early learning and study. This 

begs the question: What learning resources and playthings can cybernetics offer to young people 

in this day and age to learn its key principles, and to possibly help develop cybernetics further in 

the future?  
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In the past decade, there have been proposals and initiatives the within the American Society for 

Cybernetics (ASC) to develop an introductory course to cybernetics, referred to as “Cybernetics 

101”. For the most part, these initiatives are currently dormant. One important reason for this 

appears to be a dilemma between the ambition to create a general, one-fits-all curriculum on the 

one hand, and the large degree to which the promotion of cybernetics depended on particular 

individuals in the past.  

 

This is a proposal for a presentation of an initiative that aims to develop a suitable and 

contemporary pedagogy for cybernetics and related learning materials for both individual as well 

as for organized learning. It is at this time a personal initiative, but this may change in the future. 

Analogously to Margaret Mead’s (1968) call to the American Society for Cybernetics to apply 

cybernetics to itself (“cybernetics of cybernetics”), it aims to utilize cybernetic resources and 

accomplishments of the past in the pedagogy of cybernetics to perpetuate the discipline into the 

future in times of dwindling institutional support. It takes a hands-on, constructivist learning 

approach with a focus on applied computerprogramming based exercises using low-cost 

hardware and free software.  

 

Its primary goal is to introduce key first- and second-order cybernetic concepts developed since 

World War II in a way that is accessible for speculative interaction and digital experimentation, 

somewhat in the way the toy steam engine gave access to experimentation with self-regulation in 

mechanical systems. It is hope that this will help re-align the developments of cybernetics (as a 

philosophical field) and computing (as an engineering field) in some places.  

 

The computing field, itself a spawn of cybernetics in some ways, recently experienced a 

proliferation of study and play resources for “makers” and young people to familiarize 

themselves with digital technology, programming and networking. Of these, the single-board 

low-cost computer Raspberry Pi, its opensource operating system Raspbian (a Debian-derived 

Linux) and the programming language Python 3 were chosen at the technical basis for this 

project.  

 

The course is designed to enable both individual self-study as well as formal classes, and it fit the 

scope of a one-semester introductory undergraduate module. As a electronically enhanced 

textbook, it offers a coherent overarching narrative that is illustrated and substantiated by various 

demonstrations, anecdotes, short audio and video clips of cybernetic sources, and, first and 

foremost, hands-on exercises. Aiming to inspire an appreciation for the concerns and 

characteristics of cybernetics, the course design currently focuses on assumptions that set 

cybernetics apart form other fields in the systems research family, as well as from conventional 

natural science: Observer-dependence, nondeterminability, circular causality, and self-

organization.  

 

The majority of the hands-on exercises takes the format of applied coding assignments. 

“Technical” approaches have more conventionally been associated with first-order cybernetics 

and utilitarian control systems. In this case, however, computer technology is taken as an output 

of past cybernetics to illustrate and inspire cybernetics and cyberneticians of the future. The 

hands-on exercises include: A programmable Turing Machine, a simple Wiener antiaircraft 

predictor, a thermostat data logger, a Shannon mind reading machine, demonstrations of 

subjective participation in observation, various eigenwert and eigenbehaviour demonstrations 
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based on recursive functions, a simulation of the Ebbinghaus “forgetting curve”, and an 

implementation of Varela’s autopoiesis cellular automata system.  

 

The course has recently been delivered at the Institute of Media Science at Humboldt University 

in Berlin, and further deliveries are planned. The textbook and exercises are currently developed 

in German language and are scheduled to be published in a text book format soon. An extended 

version in English language is planned for the intermediate future. The proposed presentation 

will introduce the initiative and its underlying motivation, and offer a guided tour through key 

software exercises with short discussions of related cybernetic principles and ideas.  
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T.A. Medvedeva 

 

VIEWING V.E. LEPSKIY’S AND S.A. UMPLEBY’S THEORIES OF CYBERNETICS 

THROUGH THE PRISM OF INTELLECTUAL TRADITIONS 

 

T.A. Medvedeva 

 

Understanding the differences between scientific approaches to cybernetics is difficult because 

of the very different histories and intellectual traditions in Russia and the US. This paper, first, 

describes the peculiarities of the Russian style of scientific thinking in comparison with the 

American approach. Second, it compares Vladimir E. Lepskiy’s and Stuart A. Umpleby’s 

theories of cybernetics looking at them through the prism of Russian and American intellectual 

traditions. 
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Ockie Bosch 

 

SYSTEMS EDUCATION: ADDRESSING THE CRITICAL NEED FOR A NEW WAY 

OF THINKING IN DEALING WITH COMPLEX ISSUES FACING OUR SOCIETIES 

 

Ockie Bosch 

 

Government and business institutions are under pressure to make the tight investments decisions 

in the face of a continually changing geo-political and socio-economic landscape. Policy makers, 

managers and leaders today are expected to deliver innovative solutions to cope with increasing 

change and uncertainty. To make matters more challenging the complex environmental, socio-

economic, business-financial issues tend to transcend the jurisdictions and capacities of any 

single organization or government department.  

 

Systems thinking offers a holistic and integrative way of appreciating all the major dimensions of 

a complex problem, and enables the formation of effective management strategies (systemic 

interventions) with long lasting outcomes. This paper reports on Systems Education, one of the 

most important leverages to help current and create future managers and leaders to be equipped 

with new ways of thinking that are systems and design-led to deal with complex problems in a 

systemic, integrated and collaborative fashion. 

 

Systems Education at Tertiary Level in which models that outline the nature of contents that is 

required for different types of students (from discipline specific to integration ad systems 

science) are being used to design courses and their modes of delivery. How these systems 

programs are infiltrated and embedded into existing degree programs are being illustrated. The 

effectiveness of different course designs and modes of delivery in instilling graduate attribute 

that employers want are evaluated. Of particular importance is the examine how systems and 

educational scholars and practioners can serve sustainability, resilience and social responsibility 

in business. Examples are given of how multi-dimensional Masters programs are viewed and 

designed as "systems" rather than programs (simply a collection of modules or courses). Such a 

systems perspective acknowledges that one module will be limited in terms of what it enables the 

students to see, but a programme that is informed by systems thinking facilitates, through its 

design, the students' ability to learn by reflecting on the links between the parts (interconnected 

thinking) in order to better understands multi-dimensional issues and multiple interpretations of 

the many complex issues facing out societies. 
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Pierre Bricage 

 

NEW TRENDS ON SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND CYBERNETICS: LIVING SYSTEMS 

AND STRUCURES AND FUNCTIONING 

 

Pierre Bricage 

 

What is a living system? How to define a living system? Can we get a definition which is 

independent not only of the dimensional and time scales, but also of the system structure, its 

level of organization and its degree of evolution? my first paradigm is "the gauge invarience of 

living systems": whatever the living system it can be defined by 7 functional capabilities. These 

properties define what is a level of organization, independently of the system complexity. How 

do new blueprints of living systems emerge? Every living system can be defined as an 

endophysiotope (endo: internal, tope: space-time, physio: of functioning) integrated into and 

ecoexotope of survival (exo: external, tope" space-time, eco: of inhabitation). The ecoexotope is 

providing a capacity of hosting (or carrying capacity) while, to survive, the endophysiotope 

needs to express a capacity to be hosted in adequacy.  

 

Living systems are not only embedded and juxtaposed into more complex ones but they are real 

so embedding previous less complex ones, which are juxtaposed, in an iterated way, a fractal 

manner, just like Matryoshka dolls are. My second paradigm is "each jumping step from a 

previous blueprint to a new one is the merging into an Association for the Reciprocal and Mutual 

Sharing of Advantages and DisAdvantages," and ARMSADA. What is an ARMSADA? For 

more than a hundred years, symbiosis has been defined as an association for mutual benefits. 

That is not what it is! It is an ARMSADA! Whenever the actors and the interactions into a 

system as a whole there are never advantages without disadvantages. All that is an advantage for 

a partner is a disadvantage for another one! if there are some benefits they are only for the whole. 

Whatever the kind of structure, type of functioning and level of organization, of both partners 

and the whole, all living systems (bacteria, cells, multi-cell organisms, ecosystems) are 

ARMSADAs. With only these 2 paradigms we can trace a periodic table of classification of 

living systems according to their organization levels. These 2 paradigms are falsifiable and 

fruitful. The ARMSADA paradigm allowed assumptions that has been proven in AIDS and 

cancer curation research. It could be a keystone principle both for higher education, new research 

trends, and ethical governance. Whatever the system complexity, it always runs through 2 

phases: a larval phase, which is a growth phase (a phase of persistence and resilience), and if the 

self of the system survives long enough to attain a mass threshold, and adult phase, which is the 

reproduction phase, during which the system, itself, survives itself. Indeed the describing 

parameter is not time: the governing parameter is the mass. Mass growth is determining time 

duration. If we represent in a log-log plot the relationship between the volume of the system in 

its adult phase (VA) and its time of generation (e.g. the duration of the growth phase needed to 

gain the reproductive capacity) (tg), we get a line with a 3/2 slope. A power law is thus linking 

together all the interconnected systems of systems of our universe as a whole: VA = C.tg3/2. 

Indeed, every subsystem we get from the whole universe obeys the same power law. And, if we 

iterate the graph, again with the same kind of log-log plotting, we observe that our universe is a 

subsystem of a hyper-universe in which it is embedded and probably juxtaposed with other 

universes. This power law is the fractal law of functioning of all living things, whatever is their 

complexity. But what does it mean a 3/2 exponent power law? 
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Pille Bunnell 

 

THE ADAPTIVE CYCLE, COMPEXITY AND RESILIENCE 

 

Pille Bunnell 

 

The adaptive cycle describes how systems grow, reach maturity, disintegrate and give rise to the 

elements that in an appropriate context will appear to self-organize as a new version of the same 

system, or under other circumstances as a new type of system. Since all systems that humans 

interact with consist of smaller systems and comprise elements for larger systems, a distributed 

lumpy pattern of persistence, reconstitution, and change results. Depending on the temporal and 

spatial perspective of our interaction we perceive and distinguish systems as simple, 

complicated, complex or chaotic. Our actions depends on our distinctions, and where is a 

mismatch between our awareness of the density and pattern of interactions that pertain to the 

system and our participation with it, we are likely to act inappropriately. For example as we 

design and deploy education system it is likely to rapidly evolve from simple to complicated; and 

as humans participate in that system, as well as its subsystems and the larger systems that serve 

as a context for the education system, it becomes complex. Attempts to manage a complex 

system according to methods that are designed for simple or complicated systems lead to the 

rigidity trap and the system becomes vulnerable to changes in both context and subsystems. This 

a designed system that entails people acts in a typical adaptive cycle. Upon reflection, human 

participants who find themselves in a system that is vulnerable to disintegration can act in 

various roles that give rise to either the reconstitution of a more resilient system or the 

development of a new one. 

 

Though this abstract is written without an attempt explicate the concepts of Panarchy and 

Cynefin, from which the above simple description derives, these will be developed in the 

presentation. Further, as grounded in second order cybernetics and the biology of cognition, the 

role of the observer in distinguishing both the system as such, and attributes such as complexity 

and resilience, will be made manifest throughout. 
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Philip Chen 

 

BROAD LEARNING: AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT INCREMENTAL LEARNING 

WITHOUT THE NEED FOR DEEP STRUCTURE 

 

Philip Chen 

 

In recent years, deep learning caves out a research wave in machine learning. With outstanding 

performance, more and more applications of deep learning in pattern recognition, image 

recognition, speech recognition, and video processing have been developed. The talk is to 

introduce "Broad Learning" a very fast and accurate learning without deep structure. Without 

stacking the layer-structure, the designed neural networks expand the neural nodes broadly and 

update the weights of the neural networks incrementally with additional nodes are needed and 

when the input data entering to the neural networks continuously. The designed network 

structure and incremental learning algorithm are perfectly suitable for modeling and learning big 

data environment. Experiments indicate that the designed structure and algorithm out-perform 

existing structures and learning algorithms.  
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Thomas Fischer 

 

A THEORY OF ENQUIRY AND ITS APPLIATION IN DESIGN PHD SUPERVISION 

 

Thomas Fischer 

 

Design and cybernetics share several characteristics by which they deviate from the conventional 

paradigm of scientific research. These include the recognition of the subjective observer, or 

circular causality, of non-determinability, or self-organization, and of ethics grounded in the 

individual. Due to these similarities (amongst other factors), cybernetics enjoys an increasing 

appreciation in the context of design research. This presentation introduces an emerging 

cybernetic theory for guiding PhD-level design research. The theory conceptualizes design as 

human enquiry as a general level, and scientific research as a constrained subset of design. It 

integrates and further develops some previous cybernetic theories and models, including Robert 

Rosen's Modeling relation and the Epistemological Triangle (attributed to Gottlob Frege and 

others). The theory offers guidance in supervision, based on a choice of one of the three essential 

evaluation criteria chosen by students based on the objects and priorities of their research 

enquires: usefulness, meaningfulness, or form (i.e. robust prediction). Furthermore, the theory 

offers four alternative models for integrating work to satisfy both designerly and scientific modes 

of working into defensible design research outcomes and theses. These are based on the drawing 

of systemic boundaries in designing research enquiries, and the related distinction (developed in 

several steps by Frayling, Jonas, Fischer) between research about design, research for design, 

research through design, and research as design.  
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Søren Brier 

 

CAN CYBERNETICS AND SYSTEMS SOLVE ITS PROBLEM OF 

TRANSDISCIPLINARITY THROUGH INTEGRATION A PHENOMENOLOGICALLY 

BASED SEMIOTICS ONTOLOGY OF DYNAMIC FORMS? 

 

Søren Brier 

A transdisciplinary theory of cognition and communication has to been described at least from 

one of the following paradigms 1. A mechanical materialism, which then tends to deny the 

mental experiential aspect of reality on which science depends. 2. A mind matter mechanical 

dualism. It is missing an evolutionary theory of the relation between the subjective and the 

objective aspects of reality. 3. An objective information processing view or info-mechanicism 

that denies the phenomenological experiential mind, but hopes to solve this through a 

foundational theory of natural computing, which has not been created. 4. A social constructivist 

relativist view denying realism and the truth seeking of science. 5. A systemic cybernetic 

emergent evolutionary view of self-organization and autopoiesis lacking a foundation in 

experiential phenomenological mind. It often hopes to explain this through a theory of qualitative 

emergence, but it does not exists yet.  6. Self-organizing process triadic semiotic paradigm of 

experience and interpretation with phenomenological and hermeneutical aspects, but lacking an 

embodied autopoietic theory of mind.  

As mentioned, these transdisciplinary frameworks or metaparadigms all have their shortcomings. 

What this article suggests is to briefly explain a transdisciplinary framework called 

Cybersemiotics, which goes beyond info-computationalism in its integrating of 

phenomenological and hermeneutical aspects of Peircean semiotic logic with a cybernetic and 

autopoietic a systemic emergentist process view, making emergence of mind probable and 

transdisciplinary view of sciences possible. 
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Matjaz Muelj 

 

SYSTEMIC BEHAVIOR INSTEAD OF ONE-SIDEDNESS: SPECIALITY BERIDGE 

BETWEEN SPECIALISTS 

 

Matjaz Muelj 

 

In the current real life, systems theory is an abstract background of systems thinking, which is ia 

part of systemic behavior. The systemic behavior is the alternative to the currently prevailing 

one-sidedness that puts all of humankind in danger of self-destruction due to the crucial 

oversights (all way world wars) that unavoidably result from the current over-specialization 

(along with crucial, but partial insights), if the specialists fail to practice creative 

interdisciplinary cooperation. This contribution is a next phase of research after the contributions 

by Matjaz Mulej, Zdenka Zenko and Viktor Zakelj (2017) and by Matjaz Mulej et al. (2013). 

Although the abstract background and thinking that the systemic behavior applies, are very 

necessary, theory and thinking are no longer enough for systems science to be a relevant science 

and practice helping humankind find the way out from the current blind alley and survive as a 

healthy civilization with a healthy social and natural environment. The suggestion in this 

contribution therefore reads: let us systems and cybernetics scientists make/ enable the transition 

to systems behavior in practice, next to each other and/or in synergy. Analysis, i.e. studying per 

isolated parts is too overlooking and one-sided to be enough. So is teaching on a single one out 

of several systems theories. Reality is too complex. Teaching is a part of this necessary effort, 

which mush lead to global peace and survival of humankind of today instead of the current 

hating this human descendants.  
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Shouyang Wang 

 

TEI@I METHODOLOGY FOR ECONOMIC FORECASTING: INNOVATIONS AND 

PRACTICE 

 

Shouyang Wang 

 

The talk will be started with a real story to show that a good methodology for forecasting of 

economic systems if very important. Our TEI@I methodology is introduced before presenting 

some innovative research work within the TEI@I methodology. Three applications of TEI@I 

methodology to economic forecasting are given to show performance.  
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Morris Bosin 

 

USING THE LAW OF REQUISITE VARIETY TO MANAGE FEDERAL PROGRAMS 

 

Morris Bosin 

The Law of Requisite Variety and its Relevance to Federal Administrators Federal administrators 

face increasingly complex challenges in meeting the public needs of U.S. citizens. They must 

design programs that successfully address these needs in virtually every aspect of a citizen’s life 

– including health care, education, the environment, National security, and the Economy to name 

a few. Within each of these arenas the crux of this challenge is to design programs with a 

sufficient variety of strategies to accurately match the varied needs of those citizens that are 

impacted by the Federal response. Insufficient variety does not effectively meet citizens’ needs 

while too much variety poses fundamental challenges in managing the program. Ross Ashby, a 

pioneer in the field of cybernetics, captured the Federal administrator’s dilemma, in his ‘Law of 

Requisite Variety’ (LRV), introduced in the 1950s (Ashby, W.R. 1958, Requisite Variety and its 

implications for the control of complex systems, Cybernetica (Namur) Vo1 1, No 2, 1958). LRV 

prescribes a generic solution to program design that enables a manager to achieve a desired end 

state in the most cost-effective manner possible. The solution, in essence, is designing a program 

that is not so complex that the program itself cannot be managed, but contains sufficient variety 

and nuance to match the complexity of the problem being addressed. In sum, the solution cannot 

be overly complex or simplistic. LRV offers a generalized solution to the fundamental challenge 

faced by Federal program designers.  

To bring this concept ‘down to earth,’ I explained the idea of ‘requisite variety’ to my son, who 

is an ardent backpacker and hiker. To apply the idea in his terms I offered the following scenario: 

 “I am packing for a one week trip this winter on the Appalachian Trail, which extends from 

Georgia to Maine. My goal is to survive, and in good physical, mental and spiritual condition. 

My backpack should contain a sufficient variety of appropriate materials to assure that I meet my 

goals. If I pack inappropriately (which could mean not having the right gear or insufficient gear) 

I may get hungry, frozen, lost or attacked by a bear. If I pack for every possible eventuality the 

backpack will weigh 90 pounds and I will not be able to stand up. So I have to choose the 

contents of the backpack carefully.”  

Although correctly packing for a hike on the Appalachian Trail does not approach the 

complexity of public sector issues that are faced by our Federal leaders, the illustration does 

capture the essence of the challenges; leaders must design programs with sufficient variety to 

match the complexity of problems they are addressing.  

In this article I will first describe three generic steps required to establish requisite variety in the 

design of a program or intervention in order to achieve the goals of an organization in a cost 

effective manner. These steps are universal and apply to any situation in which a manager is 

attempting to regulate or manage a condition external to the program. Next, I will identify factors 

that are prevalent in the public sector, and that pose unique challenges to a Federal administrator 

who is attempting to design effective solutions to complex public issues. I will then illustrate 
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Using the Law of Requisite Variety (LRV) to Manage Federal Programs how LRV is being 

utilized to manage a highly visible Federal Program, and one that is being closely examined by 

the new Administration – the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s Office of Drug review. 

Finally, I offer some generic recommendations that can enhance a Federal program’s capacity to 

address complex public sector issues.  
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Claudia C. Pharis 

 

COMPLEXITY ANALYTICS AND POLICY CAUTION AND OPPORTUNITY GOING 

FORWARD 

 

Claudia C. Pharis 

The social sciences have been experiencing a new awakening under the bright light of 

complexity theory that has been shining on them and galloping through their intellectual space in 

recent years. The key to unleashing the power of complexity analytics for social good is to 

realize, accept, and adhere to the fact that the analysis of complexity is a state space proposition. 

As we proceed on this mission, there are two fronts on which we will need to exercise special 

care: 1.) the dimensionality of any imaginable social space is unimaginably infinite; and 2.) our 

knowledge and understanding of the topology of social space is at best embryonic  

State space is a representation of all possible combinations of all possible values of all state 

variables, and the relationships among them. A point in state space is a complete description of 

the system at that point. Phase space is a snapshot in time of the simultaneous movement of the 

system through the values of all state variables. A mapping of phase space displays a manifold of 

phase lines which show the combined values of state variables where phase changes in the 

system occur. Phase space is also useful in that excluded regions of state space are displayed. 

Fractal geometry is used to describe the phase space of complex adaptive systems because it is 

the only mathematical language we know that can encompass the phase lines of such systems 

which do not overlap, do not repeat, and do not settle into a steady state.  

A phase change is a discontinuous change in the state of the system. It indicates the crossing of a 

physical boundary between two different regions of phase space (one of those manifold lines 

referred to earlier). Phase changes are reversible, and moving from one phase to another 

fundamentally alters the energy relationships among the system components or agents. What 

phases a system can occupy is a function of the physicality of system. We are accustomed to 

solid, liquid, and vapor phases of elements; but there are also plasma, glass (colloidal), and 

crystalline phases. There seems to be a growing acceptance of phase change in social systems as 

associated with system collapse. How have we defined phase in these instances and what 

additional manifestations does that definition allow? Is it possible to imagine a definition of 

phase on a social space where a discontinuous change would lead to an energetically different, 

yet still ordered state. Are we looking at the right variables in our efforts to understand phase in 

social systems.  

Phase space refers to currently accessible regions of state space. It captures the coupling of state 

variables Interaction among or coupling of system parameters could create excluded regions of 

state space. A phase space mapping would identify these excluded regions and their changes 

over time. Phase space maps the evolution of system properties with collective changes in the 

values of state parameters. In simple mechanical or chemical systems, points in phase space 

correspond to manifestations of physical characteristics like the arc of a pendulum, 3  
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or the liquid, solid, or gaseous state of water. In social systems this correspondence is not so 

clear both because of lack of precision in the definition of system parameters, and because of the 

historical practice of representing social systems as linear and static. A phase change is not just a 

change of position in state space. A phase change is the crossing of a boundary in phase space 

that marks the limits of the combination of values of state variable associated with the 

manifestation of specific system behavior and properties. Inside those boundaries. The system 

can experience a change in state without undergoing a phase change. The familiar example of 

phase change is the transition of water from vapor to liquid to solid. In regional development 

would the transition from agricultural to industrial to informational to networked stand the 

definition of phase change given here? These are often referred to a phases of economic 

development, but in what sense would such developments be reversible? 
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Richard N. Knowles 

 

A CYBERNETICS APPROACH TO SOLVING COMPLEX PROBLEMS IMPROVING 

POLICY MAKING AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Richard N. Knowles 

The purpose of this paper is to help knowledge workers to  

• communicate more clearly,  

• improve the effectiveness of the policies they create, and  

• develop better outcomes for all in our constantly changing, complex world.  

How to improve workplace safety, which is a complex problem, is used as an example to 

illustrate the power of cybernetics, the science of communications and control theory, in helping 

to reduce the number of injuries and incidents. Tools are introduced that enable the people to see 

the whole, the parts and the interactions of the parts, to map the system and to take responsibility 

for their actions. The nature of problems and levels of learning to address these are discussed. 

This work has a solid, scientific foundation in Dynamical Organizations Theory (see end note).  

New safety policies and procedures are co-created by the people in the system, together, so that 

the policies and procedures make sense and actually work in the field. As the people work to 

solve the complex safety problems new information and ideas emerge from using a focused, 

disciplined, bounded conversational process tool called Process Enneagram© to guide the 

dissipative conversational process. Their work is sustained using the co-created Process 

Enneagram Map, a dissipative structure that enables the organization to live far from 

equilibrium. The use of the Map guides and focuses ongoing conversations as the people and 

their environment continuously evolve. With the emergence of new information and energy, the 

people and their organization transform themselves, bridging the business and human sides of the 

enterprise, developing a highly effective, and more humane and sustainable workplace. Leading 

with this approach is called Partner-Centered Leadership.  
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Stuart A. Umpleby 

 

EXPANDING SCIENCE AND ADVANCING DEMOCRACY:  TWO CURRENT 

PROJECTS IN CYBERNETICS 

 

Stuart A. Umpleby 

Systems Science, cybernetics and complexity are closely related fields.  To illustrate, this article 

describes two projects in contemporary cybernetics that may be of interest to those concerned 

with complexity and policy studies.  The first project is an effort to expand the conception of 

science so that it more successfully encompasses the social sciences.  The intent is to aid 

communication among disciplines and improve our ability to manage social systems.  The 

second project is an effort to develop reflexivity theory into a general theory of purposeful, self-

directed systems, thus improving our understanding and management of social systems.  The 

article ends with some comparisons of complexity and cybernetics. 
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Stuart A. Umpleby, Tatiana A. Medvedeva & Vladimir Lepskiy 

 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CYBERNETICS, FROM COGNITION TO SOCIAL 

SYSTEMS 

 

Stuart A. Umpleby, Tatiana A. Medvedeva & Vladimir Lepskiy 

This article consists of three parts. In the first part we describe a short history of cybernetics and 

an effort, which has been undertaken by a group of scientists in the United States and Europe in 

recent years, to expand the conception of science so that it more successfully encompasses the 

social sciences.  The intent is to aid communication among disciplines and improve our ability to 

manage social systems.  The second part of the article presents an effort in Russia to develop 

reflexivity theory into a general theory of purposeful, self-developing systems, thus improving 

our understanding and management of social systems.  Understanding Western and Eastern 

approaches to cybernetics can be difficult because of the very different histories and intellectual 

traditions of cybernetics in the United States and Russia. The article ends with a comparison of 

the two approaches to cybernetics, comparing their features side by side.  The differences 

suggest a great potential for ideas from Russian and Western scientists to enrich the further 

development of cybernetics and science in East and West. 

 

 

 

 


